Brittian: Diving Iceland’s Brotherhood Vatn

The westward-marching British are an interesting group of scuba divers. They are not
particularly interested in the more distant continents, yet they are very interested in
the cold, remote and ruggedly beautiful environment of Iceland's long and narrow
inland sea. But the British are not the only ones interested in the Vatn. The British
have their own national tradition of the Vatn, which is characterized by a special
kind of diving called the "Brotherhood Vatn." This kind of diving is different from
the usual kind of diving, which is called the "conventional Vatn." The Breakfast of
the Brotherhood Vatn is a unique and special kind of diving, which is characterized
by the use of a special kind of suit called the "Brotherhood Suit." The Brotherhood
Suit is designed to provide extra insulation and warmth, which is necessary in the
cold and rugged environment of the Vatn.
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